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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the size and dynamics of the global routing table have increased rapidly along with an increase in the number of edge networks. The relation between edge network quantity and routing table size/dynamics reveals a major limitation in the current architecture; there is a conflict between provider-based address aggregation and edge networks’ need for multihoming. Two basic directions towards resolving this conflict have surfaced in the networking community. The first direction, which we dub separation, calls for separating edge networks from the transit core, and engineering a control and management layer in between. The other direction, which we dub elimination, calls for edge networks to adopt multiple provider-assigned addresses to enable provider-based address aggregation. In this paper, we argue that separation is a more promising approach to scaling the global routing system than elimination, and can potentially be leveraged to bring other architectural improvements to today’s Internet that an elimination approach cannot.

1. INTRODUCTION
A recent workshop report by the Internet Architecture Board (IAB) [16] revealed that Internet routing is facing a serious scalability problem. The current global routing table size in the default-free zone (DFZ) has been growing at an alarming rate over recent years, despite the existence of various constraints such as a shortage of IPv4 addresses and strict address allocation and routing announcement policies. Though the deployment of IPv6 will remove the address shortage, there is an increasing concern that wide-scale IPv6 deployment could result in a dramatic increase of the routing table size, which may exceed our ability to engineer the operational routing system.

A major contributor to the growth of the routing table is site multihoming, where individual edge networks connect to multiple service providers for improved availability and performance [25]. In the presence of network failures, a multihomed edge network remains reachable as long as any one of its providers remains functioning. In the absence of failures, the edge network can utilize multiple-provider connectivity to maximize some locally defined goals such as higher aggregate throughput, better performance, and less overall cost. However, for an edge network to be reachable through any of its providers, the edge network’s address prefix(es) must be visible in the global routing table. In other words, no service provider can aggregate a multihomed edge network’s prefix into its own address prefix, even if the edge network may be using a provider-assigned (PA) address block. In addition, more and more edge networks are getting provider-independente (PI) address allocations that come directly from the Regional Internet Registries to avoid renumbering when changing providers. In short, multihoming destroys topology-based prefix aggregation by providers and leads to fast global routing table growth.

Routing table size is not the only scalability concern. Equally important is the amount of updates the system must process. Under the current, flat inter-domain routing system, a connectivity flap to any destination network may trigger routing updates to propagate throughout the entire Internet, even when no one is communicating with the unstable destination network at the time. Several measurement studies have shown that the overwhelming majority of BGP updates are generated by a small number of edge networks [12, 20]. Unfortunately, a large-scale, decentralized system such as the Internet will surely contain a small number of poorly managed or even suspicious components.

A number of solutions to the routing scalability problem have been proposed, most recently in the IRTF Routing Research Group [1]. Though all the proposals share a common goal of bringing routing scalability under control by removing PI prefixes and de-aggregated PA prefixes from the global routing system, they differ in how to achieve this goal. We observe that all the proposals fall into one of two categories: separation or elimination. Solutions in the separation category insert a control and management layer between edge networks and
today’s DFZ, which we refer to as the Internet’s transit core; edge networks would no longer participate in transit core routing nor announce their prefixes into it. Solutions in the elimination category require that edge networks take address assignments from their providers; as a result a multihomed edge network will use multiple PA addresses internally and must modify end hosts to support multihoming.

The purpose of this paper is to compare the two approaches described above and articulate our arguments for supporting the separation direction towards routing scalability. Note that, if fully deployed, each of the two approaches can be effective in achieving routing scalability in a pervasively multihomed environment. Therefore, our comparison is based on the following high-level criteria to determine the actual impact of a proposed solution: (a) the difficulty in realizing the solutions in the Internet; not only does this involve design issues, but also deployment issues such as the ability to accommodate heterogeneity in the uncertain future. Alignment of costs and benefits, and effectiveness in partial deployment; (b) architectural benefits other than scalability — we believe that IP routing and addressing play an essential role in the overall architecture, and that the right kind of changes could help rectify other problems that stem from the same architectural deficiencies.

2. SEPARATION

The root cause of the routing scalability problem facing us today is the fact that all the networks operate in the same routing and addressing space. As a result, edge growth is directly reflected in the core routing table size, and unstable edge networks can flood the entire Internet with frequent updates. The separation approach addresses this root cause by separating edge networks from the transit core in the routing architecture. Generally speaking, Internet service providers (ISPs) fall into the category of transit networks who operate in the transit core. The business of transit networks is to provide packet transport services for other networks. End-user sites are generally edge networks, which only function as sources and sinks of IP packets. After these two types of networks are separated, edge network prefixes are eliminated from the DFZ routing table. Thus, the DFZ routing table will grow with the number of ISPs, which is much smaller and grows slower compared to that of edge networks. More importantly, the separation enables aggregation of routing announcements on a per-ISP basis. Since most routing dynamics are generated by edge networks, separation will also greatly reduce routing churn in the core. A previous study estimates that removing edge networks from the core routing system can reduce the routing table size and routing dynamics by an order of magnitude [15]. However, due to the absence of edge-prefixes from the DFZ, end-to-end data delivery requires mapping a destination edge prefix to one or more transit addresses that correspond to that edge network’s attachment points to the transit core.

One realization of separation is Map & Encap [4,11], which uses IP-in-IP encapsulation to carry packets across the transit core. As shown in Figure 1, each ISP has border routers that perform encapsulation (Encapsulation Router or ER) and ones that perform decapsulation (Decapsulation Router or DR). When an ER receives a data packet, it must discover the mapping from the packet’s destination address to the corresponding DR address. It then encapsulates the packet and forwards it directly to the DR, who decapsulates and delivers the packet to the final destination. Internal ISP routers or routers connecting two ISPs do not need to understand the encapsulation/decapsulation mechanism; they function the same way as they do today, only with a much smaller routing table.

A number of Map & Encap schemes are under active development and discussion in the IRTF Routing Research Group community, including APT [13], LISP [6], and TRRP [10]. There are also other types of separation solutions besides Map & Encap. For example, Six-One Router [23] and GSE [19] use address rewriting, which rewrites the packet header to include information about the destination’s attachment point to the transit core. A common requirement of all the separation solutions is a mapping system that associates an edge prefix with the corresponding transit addresses.

Designing a mapping system is a challenging problem. Because failures of the mapping system can disrupt packet delivery, it is vitally important to make the mapping system robust against failures and attacks. Other issues include the difficulty of handling a large mapping database and the potential overhead and delay introduced by the mapping and encapsulation process. Note, however, that compared with routing data, mapping data has several characteristics that make it easier to scale and secure. First, a piece of mapping data reflects a long-term
business relationship, so its changes should occur over a relatively longer time scale (e.g., on a monthly basis). Second, the change of one edge network’s provider only affects that edge network’s mapping data, whereas link failures in the routing system may affect many prefixes.

Several mapping systems designs have been proposed. APT [13] propagates the full mapping table to each ISP. ERs in each ISP use caching internal mapping queries to deliver data. TRRP [10] proposes to set up another DNS to serve mapping information. On the other hand, LISP has proposed a number of different mapping system designs, including LISP-CONS [2], LISP-ALT [5], and LISP-NERD [4]. LISP-NERD distributes the full mapping table to every ER, while LISP-CONS and LISP-ALT build a DNS-like hierarchical overlay to retrieve mapping data when needed. Each design has its own pros and cons in terms of scalability, controllability, cost, performance and security.

3. ELIMINATION

In order to achieve routing scalability, the elimination approach enforces provider-based address aggregation by eliminating all PE prefixes and de-aggregated PA prefixes. Each multihomed edge network will receive from each of its providers an address block out of a larger, aggregated block announced by the provider. The multihomed site does not inject PE prefixes or more specific PA prefixes into the routing system. Instead, each host in a multihomed site is given multiple PA addresses. For example, as shown in Figure 2, the host obtains two addresses, one from each of its network’s ISPs.

In the elimination approach, each host in a multihomed site must be upgraded to understand how to utilize multiple addresses for packet delivery. Each host must also be able to detect and handle potential failures of its upstream connections to its providers. Otherwise, the benefits of multihoming are lost. One elimination scheme, Shim6 [18], proposes to augment the IP layer for this purpose. Shim6 defines a shim sublayer, placed in the IP layer, which ensures that the transport layers at both ends of a given communication sees the same IP identifiers, even though different IP addresses can be used to forward packets along different paths. Prompt failure detection at the IP layer, however, has proven to be difficult and involves a complex tradeoff between overhead, recovery delay, and impact on transport layers [3].

Elimination can also be achieved through multipath transport [9] [2] which can overcome the above-mentioned issues associated with Shim6. Multipath transport works as follows. To communicate with a destination in a multihomed site, a source first uses DNS to find at least one address for the destination. During the initial three-way TCP handshake, the sender and the receiver exchange all of their addresses. The transport layer then creates multiple subflows from all sender addresses to all receiver addresses. Each subflow performs its own congestion control, and subflows may cooperate with each other. That is, if a packet gets dropped due to one subflow being congested, it can be resent on another uncongested subflow. Assuming transport protocols provide reliable delivery, their closed-loop data exchange provides automatic failure detection. At the same time, the use of multiple paths simultaneously reduces the dependency on any specific paths. By choosing different (source,destination) address pairs, hosts can utilize the end-to-end paths to achieve higher throughput, better performance and faster failure handling.

Multipath transport realization also faces a number of challenges. Being able to effectively gauge the status of multiple paths requires transmitting a large quantity of data and sophisticated subflow control; not all applications can continuously send large quantities of data (e.g., VoIP connections), and not all end points are suited to perform complex control (e.g., small sensors). It also remains an open question whether all multihomed edge sites are willing to handle multiple PA addresses internally and perform renumbering when changing providers. Moreover, since providers announce aggregated prefixes, failures of links to individual edge networks will no longer be reflected in the routing system; thus even long after a link has failed, new nodes may still attempt to use the failed link because individual transport connections detect failures individually. A single failure inside the core may also affect a large number of transport connections, potentially triggering synchronized recovery attempts by all of them. How to make effective use of multiple addresses and how to detect and recover from failures are open challenges when designing an elimination scheme.

4. Why Separation?

If fully deployed, both the separation approach and the elimination approach can achieve the same goal of routing scalability. However, there are important differences that reveal separation to be a better direction than elim-
nation towards routing scalability.

4.1 Aligning Cost with Benefits

For any significant change to happen on the Internet, the cost of deployment must align with the benefits of the deployment. Since it is the transit networks that are facing the routing scalability problem, naturally they would have incentive to deploy a solution once it is available. With the separation approach, transit networks can deploy the solution directly and receive the benefits mentioned in the previous section. In other words, the parties responsible for fixing the problem are also the parties who suffer the negative effects if the problem goes unaddressed.

The elimination approach does not change the routing architecture per se; it requires changes of network operations in edge networks and software upgrade at end hosts. At first glance, it may appear simpler than the separation approach because it does not need the development of a mapping system. However, to remove any of the PI prefixes from the global routing table, the edge networks using PI prefixes must agree to relinquish them and accept PA addresses from their providers instead. The amount of routing table size reduction depends on the number of edge networks that choose to give up their PI prefixes. Under Elimination, transit networks can do nothing but wait for a unanimous action by all the edge networks before the routing table begins to scale. Unfortunately, the routing system has no control over edge site deployment of new solutions. By the time a significant portion of edge sites deploy the new Elimination-based solution (assuming that time ever comes), the routing table may have already grown beyond critical mass.

4.2 Accommodating Heterogeneity

The separation approach has the ability to accommodate heterogeneity in network operations. Different networks have different operational practices and considerations. The elimination approach requires all edge networks to use PA addresses, but some networks may not want to do so — it may cause them trouble in renumbering when they switch providers, or they may not want to give end hosts the ability to affect traffic engineering within their network. Since the elimination approach pushes multiple PA addresses all the way to end hosts, what an edge site does within its network can impact the deployment and effectiveness of the elimination approach. On the contrary, the separation approach is flexible in that it does not enforce any particular operational practices within edge networks. Some may choose to give hosts multiple addresses to improve user experience, while others may choose not to in order to tighten traffic control. Both can be accommodated by the separation approach because what an edge site does within its net-

work will not affect the transit core. The Internet is inherently heterogeneous. A main reason for the success of the original Internet design is its ability to accommodate heterogeneity at many different levels, and we believe we must continue to accommodate heterogeneity in any new architecture.

4.3 Other Architectural Benefits

Separating edges from the transit core provides additional features that are sorely missing in today’s Internet. With separation, an end host can send packets through the transit core, but can no longer address a packet to any specific device inside the transit core. Although the separation does not eliminate any specific security threat, it raises the bar against malicious attacks targeted at the global routing infrastructure. In addition, the mapping layer between edge and core networks can serve as a mounting point for badly-needed control and protection mechanisms, and can also act as a cushion layer between the edge and core, allowing each side to deploy innovations without any involvement of the other side. We now elaborate on each of these benefits.

Rolling out new protocols. Internet user innovations don’t just happen at the application layer; they also occur at transport and network layers. Intserv/Diffserv, IPv6, and IP multicast, are just a few examples of this. Currently, those innovations require changes to the transit core. In other words, users cannot roll out their new transport and network layer protocols without actions from ISPs which may not have financial incentive to support them.

Separation allows edge networks to develop and deploy new innovative address structures and new protocols. For example, suppose two edge networks Site1 and Site2 could develop a new IPvX address structure. The process of sending an IPvX packet from Site1 to Site2 works as follows. First, the Site1 network routes the IPvX packet to one of its border routers. The router then encapsulates the packet with one of the transit core addresses associated with Site2 (selected by the mapping service). It is essential to note that global agreement on IPvX is not required. Only the mapping service needs to know how to translate an IPvX address to one or a set of transit core addresses.

DDoS mitigation. DDoS attacks abuse the open nature of the Internet architecture by sending attack traffic from multiple compromised hosts to a single, overwhelmed target. In the last few years, a number of efforts have been devoted to developing DDoS mitigation solutions 24.

As described in [17], the DDoS mitigation solution space has become increasingly complex over time. One
critical question is where to install the various traffic identification, filtering and blocking functions proposed by the solutions. Various proposals place the needed functions at the victim, the victim network entry point, some intermediate point along the path, the source network, and/or the source. We believe that the fundamental reason for this diversity is due to the lack of a common architectural framework for solution development. The existing Internet architecture has no convenient hinges or plug-in points where a defense layer could be easily mounted when needed.

The mapping layer provides such a mounting point. CIRL \[7\] is one example of approach that leverages the mapping layer. The encapsulation of end-user packets makes it easy to trace attack packets back to the ER, even if they have spoofed source addresses, since the encapsulation header records the addresses of the ER and DR. CIRL lets ERs perform rate-limiting on the traffic going to each specific DR in a way adopted from TVA \[24\], but without requiring symmetric routing or host changes. Feedback can be provided from DR to ER to adapt the control parameters used for rate limiting.

Ingress traffic engineering. Today, multihomed edge sites already have the ability to forward outgoing traffic to whichever of their providers they prefer. However, edge sites may also want control over their inbound traffic flow for load balancing or using a particular provider only as a backup. Today, edge sites’ options are limited – they must resort to prefix splitting and BGP trickery. 

Under separation, with the help of the mapping service, an edge site can explicitly express its ingress traffic engineering preferences in its mapping information. For example, say edge site Site\(_x\) wants to communicate with multihomed edge site Site\(_y\). When packets from Site\(_x\) to Site\(_y\) enter the transit core, the mapping system will need to select one of Site\(_y\)’s connections to the transit core as the exit. The mapping system has Site\(_y\)’s explicit preferences for this selection, and can therefore make this decision based on some combination of Site\(_x\) and Site\(_y\)’s preferences. Though these preferences may be in conflict, this tussle between Site\(_x\), Site\(_y\), and their respective providers plays out only in the mapping service’s selection mechanism. That is to say, this decision takes place at the edges of the network and remains distinct from the specialized problem of transporting packets across the core in the most efficient manner.

5. SEPARATION IS COMPATIBLE WITH MULTIPATH TRANSPORT

Multipath transport can actually be a great feature for the transport layer. As multihoming (both host multihoming and site multihoming) becomes more and more prevalent, there is an increasing need for TCP to explicitly select among multiple end-to-end paths. For example, TCP may use multipath simultaneously to improve throughput or switch from one path to another to avoid congestion or decrease latency. If hosts have multiple addresses, each of which corresponds to a network attachment point, then they can use different (source,destination) address pairs to utilize all available paths.

One misconception is that multipath transport is inseparably tied to the elimination approach. On the contrary, multipath transport is orthogonal to elimination, and can be used with PI addresses under separation as well. Each edge network can split its provider-independent (PI) prefix into multiple, longer subprefixes, mapping each subprefix to different network attachment points (e.g., a provider’s router or an Internet exchange point). Those hosts that desire multipath transport are assigned multiple addresses, one from each subprefix. In this way, hosts get multiple source-destination address pairs providing multiple end-to-end transport paths.

Additionally, the use of PI prefixes for multipath transport provides an opportunity for edge site operators to constrain an end user’s path selection. Figure \[3\] illustrates how this can be done. In the figure, Site\(_x\) has a PI prefix 1.2.0.0/16 and is multihomed with three providers, isp\(_1\), isp\(_2\), and isp\(_3\). Site\(_x\) only intends to use isp\(_1\) as a backup – that is, isp\(_3\) should be used only if the link to isp\(_1\) or isp\(_2\) fails. However, Site\(_x\) would still like to offer its users some degree of path selection. Thus, Site\(_x\) simply splits its prefix into two subprefixes, 1.2.0.0/17 and 1.2.128.0/17, and assigns each end host two addresses. In the mapping table, Site\(_x\) explicitly maps 1.2.0.0/17 to isp\(_1\) with isp\(_3\) as a backup, and maps 1.2.128.0/17 to isp\(_2\) with isp\(_3\) as a backup.

6. SUMMARY

In the last few years a number of research efforts have independently reached, or rediscovered, the same basic idea: add a new layer of indirection in routing and addressing \[15\] \[22\] \[26\]. In addition to solving the routing scalability problem, this separation solution offers a number of other advantages explained earlier in the
paper: enabling end-path selection and multipath routing, raising the barrier against malicious attacks to the routing infrastructure, allowing the edges and the core to freely evolve independently from each other, and providing a boundary around the transit core in the form of a mapping service, where various new security and control functions can be easily implemented.

Host-based solutions, such as Shim6 [18] and multipath transport [9], can be used to realize the elimination approach to the routing scalability problem. An ongoing debate in the IRTF Routing Research Group involves whether separation is still necessary, if and once the multipath transport solution is deployed. In this paper, we point out that the current proposal is actually a combination of two pieces: multipath transport for better transport performance as the primary goal, and elimination of PI prefixes for better routing scalability as a consequence. We explained why separation is preferable over elimination to solve the scalability problem, and sketched out how multipath transport can be incorporated into separation solutions.

In his 1928 article, “Being the Right Size” [8], J.B.S. Haldane illustrated the relationship between the size and complexity of biological entities and concluded that, “for every type of animal there is a most convenient size, and a large change in size inevitably carries with it a change of form.” We believe that the same holds true for the Internet. It would not have made any sense to have the Internet (t would not have made any sense to have the original routing system design split the network into two parts, core and edges, with the added complexity of a new routing system design for Future Internet. In Proc. of ACM SIGCOMM Workshop on IP-6, 2007.
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